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Under this program, the Principal Investigator (PI) continued observations of normal
stars in order to fulfill the following two goals: ( 1) to provide a stellar library as complete
as practical, which will be able to support astronomical research by the scientific
community long into the future, and (2) to obtain a sufficient sample of stars to guard
against variability and peculiarity, and to allow a finite range of temperature, gravity, and
metallicity in a given spectral type-luminosity class combination.
The candidate stars have been selected such that they are not spectroscopic binaries or
variables with significant changes in magnitude or color, they have well determined spectral
types, and if possible, they have small interstellar reddening. Most of the observations
were made with the trail and pseudo-trail techniques, and at optimum exposure, in order to
achieve maximum signal-to-noise ratio lor the spectra.
The PI and his collaborators have completed the reduction of the data obtained during
the IUE twelfth through seventeenth episodes: SALCW, SAMCW, SANCW, SAOCW,
SAPCW, and SAQCW. The data are presented in The IUE Ultraviolet Spectral Atlas,
Addendum I1. by C.-C. Wu, F. H. Schiffer, 3rd, and D. M. Crenshaw (see attachment).
This second addendum of the spectral atlas contains ! 83 stars. Combining with the
315 stars presented in the original spectral atlas (Wu et al 1983, NASA IUE Newsletter
22), and its first addendum (Wu et al 1991, NASA IUE Newsletter 43), the stellar library
contains 498 stars. It covers spectral types from 03 to M7, with good representation for
the main sequence, and reasonably good sample for higher luminosity stars. We believe
this porject has fulfilled the two goals mentioned in the first paragraph.
The second addendum contains spectral plots and flux tables (samples are given in the
attachment for three stars). Stars earlier that F3 have data from 1150 to 3200 angstroms
Ihave both the SWP and LWP images), and stars later than F6 have data flom 1974 to
3200 angst,+oms (LWP only). The production of Addendum II is essentially complete.
Minor cosmetic changes are being made to the plots and tables for a few stars. The paper
version will be submitted to the NASA IUE Newsletter for publicaiton. The electronic
copy will be made available to the IUEDAC and NSSDC.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970011932 2020-06-16T03:08:47+00:00Z
THE IUE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL ATLAS
ADDENDUM II
Chi-Chao Wu, Francis H. Schiffer, 3rd, D. Michael Crenshaw
Science Programs, Computer Sciences Corporation
I. Introduction
The IUE Ultraviolet Spectral Atlas and the first addendum were published by Wu et al.
(1983, 1991) in printed and machine readable versions. This atlas and addendum contain UV
spectra of 315 stars with spectral types ranging from 03 to M5 and many spectral type-luminosity
class combinations. There were three criteria for selecting these stars: (1) they were not
spectroscopic binaries or variables with significant changes in magnitude or color, (2) they must
have well-determined spectral types (many are MK standards ) and (3) the stars should not be
heavily reddened.
Further augmentation of the atlas is desirable to provide a more complete coverage of the
spectral type-luminosity class combinations and more than one star per combination. The extra
spectral type-luminosity class combinations reduce the need for interpolation. The extra stars
within a given combination guard against variability and peculiarity, and allow for a finite range of
temperature, metallicity and gravity.
The previous atlas and addendum presented data that were obtained through the eleventh
episode under IUE programs with C.-C. Wu and D. Burstein as principal investigators. In this
second addendum, we present the spectra obtained by Wu's programs during the twelfth through
seventeenth episodes: SALCW, SAMCW, SANCW, SAOCW, SAPCW and SAQCW. During
the period between July 1989 and September 1994, Wu observed 183 stars under these programs.
Most of these observations are high quality trails or pseudo-trails (multiple exposures in the large
aperture).
II. Observations and Reductions
The observations for this atlas were made with the IUE using the Short Wavelength Prime
(SWP) and Long Wavelength Prime (LWP) cameras in low dispersion mode. The SWP camera
covered the 1150-1974 ,_ region. The LWP camera covered the 1974-3200 ,_ region. The IUE
cameras have a spectral resolution of about 6 ,_, in low-dispersion mode. Boggess et al. (1978a, b)
presented the first discussion of the IUE scientific instrument and its performance. For more
recent updates, readers should consult Sonneborn et al. (1987), Harris and Sonneborn (1987), and
Grady and Taylor (1989).
Most of the observations used the trail or pseudo-trail technique to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio. These techniques increased the exposure time by moving the target star along the
major axis of the large aperture, which is nearly perpendicular to the dispersion direction. In a
trailed exposure, the star moves at a constant rate through the large aperture. Generally, we used
this method when the total exposure time was less than 10 minutes and the star was within 100
degreesof theSun. Whenastarwasmorethan100degreesfrom theSun or the exposure time for
trailing was more than 10 minutes, the pseudo-trail technique provided the increased exposure
time. This pseudo-trail technique places the star at several discrete locations (generally 3) along the
major axis. The camera takes an exposure at each location without reading out the data while a
guide star stabilizes the spacecraft. The widened spectra obtained by these techniques improved
the signal-to-noise ratio by collecting more photons and by recording the spectra on more image
pixels. The use of more image pixels improved the chance of averaging out the fixed-pattern
noise. Spectra through the small aperture provided data in wavelength regions, which contained
saturation, low exposure levels, reseaux or other blemishes in the large aperture spectra.
The input for this atlas was the merged spectra, which the IUESIPS production software
created on the date of the processing. Turnrose and Thompson (1984), Harris and Sonneborn
(1987), and Grady and Taylor (1989) provide detailed discussions of this IUE image processing
system. Bohlin and Holm (1980) provided the absolute calibration for the SWP spectra. This
calibration was described in more detail by Holm et al. (1982). Cassatella, Lloyd, and Gonzalez
Riestra (I 987) were the source of the calibration for the LWP data.
The IUE Data Analysis Center (IUE DAC) in the Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar
Physics at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) provided the facilities and software for further
custom reductions. These reductions included corrections to all fluxes for exposure time and
temperature effects. The fluxes of the small aperture spectra are not on an absolute scale due to the
uncertainty in the small aperture throughput. The ratio of the large to small aperture fluxes for the
same star provided a correction for this uncertainty. This ratio used only the fluxes in regions
unaffected by bad data and with measurable signal. The correction placed the fluxes and exposure
time of the small aperture spectrum on the same absolute scale as the large aperture spectrum.
Multiple spectra of the same star and in the same wavelength range were combined into an
averaged spectrum. The combination weighted each spectrum by its exposure time. These
averaged spectra excluded any data that contained saturation, reseaux, flagged bright spots or
microphonic noise. The final step in the custom reductions was to bin the spectra at 2 A intervals.
This addendum contains spectra for 183 stars and spectral types from 07 to M6. Stars earlier
than F3 have both SWP and LWP data. For stars later than F6, only LWP spectra are presented.
Table ! catalogues the stars in order of spectral type-luminosity class. Columns (1) and (2) give
the HD number and name of the star, respectively. Column (3) gives the spectral type as published
in the reference, a code for which appears in Column (4). An explanation of these codes appears at
the end of Table I. Columns (5) and (6) contain the right ascension and declination (1950 epoch)
for the star. Columns (7) and (9) give V and B-V respectively. The primary source of these
photometric data was Mermilliod and Mermilliod (1994). For HD 216399, O'Connell (1973)
provided the V magnitude and SIMBAD the B-V. The photometry for HD 219188 came from
Turon et al. (1992). In Column (8), an "A" shows that the star has a close neighbor and that the V
magnitudeis only for thebrightercomponent.Ontheotherhand,an"AB" in Column(8) indicates
that theV magnitudeis thecombinedbrightnessof bothcomponents.Theentriesin Column(8)
arefrom Mermilliod andMermilliod (1994). TheE(B-V) value,which appearsin Column(10), is
theobservedB-V from Column(9) minustheintrinsicB-V from FitzGerald(1970). The E(B-V)
valuesassumethatthe intrinsicB-V's for higherluminosityO starsarethesameasmainsequence
starsof thesamespectraltype. The computationsof E(B-V) for spectraltypesand luminosity
classes,whichhaveno intrinsicB-V in FitzGerald,usedinterpolatedvaluesof B-V.
Table I containsinformationaboutthe IUE imagesfor eachstaras well. The IUE image
numberappearsin Column(11). Column(12)containsa flag for theaperture,where"L" is the
largeapertureand"S" is thesmallaperture.Column(13)definestheobservingtechnique.A "T"
in Column(13) meanstrailed. A numberrepresentsthenumberof exposuresin thesingle image.
A valuegreaterthanone(like 3 or 4) in the largeapertureimplies thatthe imageusedthepseudo-
trail technique.Thetotal exposuretime in secondsappearsin Column(14). A correctionto the
exposuretimewasnecessaryfor thesingleandmultiple(pseudo-trail)exposurespectra,if thetime
for the individual exposurewas60 secondsor less. The correctionaccountedfor two factors,
which cancauseerrors in theexposuretime of 0.5 percentor higher (Schiffer 1980;Crenshaw
1986). First, theIUE on-boardcomputercontrolstheexposuretime in discretestepsof 0.4096
secondseach. Second,the cameratakes0.120+0.015secondsto turn on at the start of an
exposure.Therefore,theactualexposuretimeis
ActualExposureTime = [Integer(tJ0.4096)x 0.4096]- 0.120,
whe_et is thecommandedexposuretime insecondsfrom theIUE observingscript. Column(14)
contains the exposure time, which is the sum of the actual exposure times from the above equation.
For trailed spectra, the exposure time is equal to the trail length in arcseconds divided by the trail
rate in arcseconds per second. The actual trail length is 21.4 and 20.5 arc seconds for the short
and long wavelength spectrographs, respectively (Panek 1982). The observing script records the
trail rate. The result from the exposure time computation, which used the actual trail length, the
trail rate and the number of passes, appears in Column (14). The exposure time that is on the
observing script and in the IUE image header assumes a trail length of 20 arcseconds and so is not
accurate. Column (15) records the temperature of the camera head amplifier during the exposure.
This temperature determined a small correction of camera sensitivity (Garhart and Teays 1989).
An indicator of the exposure level appears in Column (16). The values are either a data
number (DN) or an overexposure level. The DN values range from 0 to 255. At a DN of 255, the
spectrum contains at least one overexposed pixel. The estimated level of overexposure appears as
a number followed by +'x". For example, 3x means approximately three times overexposed. Three
exposure level values are given in Column (16): "E" is for the strongest emission line, "C" is for
the continuum, and "B" is for the background regions, which are immediately adjacent to the
spectrum. TheTelescopeOperatormeasuredtheselevelsduring the quick-look analysisof the
imagesandrecordedthemon theobservingscript. Theyserveasa roughindicatorof thequality
andutility of thedata. Theemissionline indicatorsdocontainerrors. For instance,theemission
levelmaybemissingfor aweakemissioncomponentof a P-Cygniprofile or Mg II line at2800,/k.
Anothercommonerrorwasto misidentifya lessabsorbedregionin theheavilyabsorbedspectrum
of a latetypestarasanemissionline.
In this addendum,thereis aplot for eachaveragedspectrum.The scalesof these plots are
the same as in the earlier installments (Wu et al. 1983, 1991). On the page facing each plot, there
is a table of average fluxes in 2 ,_, wavelength bins. In the spectral plots, the regions with bad data
(nearly saturated data, reseaux or blemishes) are blank. The values in the flux tables also omit
these bad data. The omission of the nearly saturated data is a change from the earlier atlas and
addendum. This change is due to the realization that the responses of the cameras are very
nonlinear for data values near saturation. In spectral regions where the signal-to-noise ratio is low
(e.g., the short wavelength end of the LWP spectra), negative fluxes can appear in the tables.
The merged files for the individual spectra in this addendum have been sent to the IUE DAC
and the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at GSFC. If you have an interest in
receiving a copy of the data, requests should be sent to the IUE Observatory or the NSSDC.
We thank Dr. Conrad Sturch for his helpful discussions on the stellar photometry. This
work was supported by the NASA IUE research contracts NAS5-28749, NAS5-31846, NAS5-
32478 and NAS5-32483 to the Computer Sciences Corporation.
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